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Motivation

u Thinking about behavioural responses matters: it allows us to design better
policies and reach our targets

u Command and control (regulations’) implementation doesn’t always work, so 
we may want to rely on increased awareness and peer pressure in some 
domains. 

u Small changes in behaviour can create big ripples over time! 

u Idea: try out a policy proposal in an experiment, learn and build a better
policy proposal



Idea

u We explore how a nudge can reduce the use of single use (plastic) bags. 

u We look at a new way to nudge people and follow Ayres (2010): we set up a 
system of carrots and sticks to give both positive and negative incentives to 
not forget a bag

u In short: give people a reason to care about (plastic) bags’ reduction without
having to rely on their environmental attitudes. 

u How? make people perceive a higher (non-monetary) cost from buying a bag
and give them a (non-monetary) reward if they carry one. 



Do we (still) care about carrier bags?

u A few countries have banned traditional plastic bags and instead mandated 
the use of “biodegradable” bags 

u Most have at least imposed a levy on their purchase

u But in many countries the introduction of the 5p/10p levy on single use 
plastic bags was not enough to decrease the use substantially (Rivers et al, 
2017) 

u Policy makers tell us where the tax worked (plastic) bags’ use is still an issue
because most of it is not recycled (European Commision, 2016 and reiterated
later) 

u And even in countries where plastic was banned bags remain an issue: on the 
one hand the materials aren’t really biodegradable and on the other
enforcement is very low (Harrison, 2018) 



How non-biodegradable?

A “biodegradable” bag after 3 years in the sea (Napper, 2019) 



Conventional policies fail because…

u Some people don’t bring their own bags when they go shopping:

people may forget to bring a bag
with them

it’s not cool/seen as feminine
(Brough et al. 2016) 

People may care enough about the 
environment(?) 

Most just perceive a high cost (and low benefit) of carrying a bag from home 



Setup

u We ran a field experiment in a supermarket in Naples in July 2019 with 
minimal intervention to test whether a large-scale policy with very low costs
could help reduce the use of carrier bags. 

u We inform supermarket customers through one poster at the entrance and 
several small stickers (changed weekly) in highly visible places. 

u If people bring a bag with them we donate 5/10p to a charity (A voce de’e
Creature). If not, they pay the price of the bag but the money goes to a 
charity funded by the Juventus captain (“anti-charity”, Gli Insuperabili) 

u Every week we count the donations and put up stickers to let the customers
know how they did that week and how much they donated to who. 

u We look at bags used before (a year before and 3 weeks before), during and 
after the experiment to see if bags’ use decreases



The poster
Let’s clean up 

Napoli!

When you come to shop 
for groceries bring your 
bag from home: help the 
children and keep Napoli 
clean!

Napoli says stop to bags 
and small bags!

Don’t be a juventino (a 
Juventus supporter), 
defend the city!

For the next few weeks for every bag bought at this supermarket 10c will be donated to 
a charity sponsored by Juve. For every customer bringing a bag from home the 
equivalent will be donated to a charity helping children in Napoli.



The stickers: Charity
Thanks to those who 

brought their bag from 
home this week we could 
donate 140.8€ to ”a voce 
d’’e creature”, a charity 

that helps Neapolitan 
children!

Moving on like this in a year 
we would donate over 

7300€!



The stickers: Anti-charity
Because of those who 

didn’t bring their bag from 
home this week we had to 
donate 68.55€ to Chiellini’s 
Insuperabili. This is a third 

more than last week!

Moving on like this in a year 
we would donate 3564€ to 

Chiellini and his 
Insuperabili



Did it work?

u Yes!

u On average people consumed 10% less bags every day. This means lowering 
consumption by around 11000 bags a year!

u A couple more interesting points: 

1) people seemed pretty happy about the competition à suggests that this 
nudge isn’t welfare reducing

2) the effect of the nudge didn’t vanish!



…and the effect didn’t vanish!

In fact consumption of carrier bags kept decreasing!



Why do we think this can work?



Why do we think this can work?



Why do we think this can work? 

u Football fans are willing to do a lot for their teams and we are only asking
them to carry a bag

u A mix between negative and positive incentives has not been tried before and 
we think it might help more than just one of the two

u We think sports can be used in many countries/cities... 

u And in the countries where we cannot use football we can look for a 
“Juventus equivalent” 

u Our proposal: let the sport teams pay for the competition, they get almost 
free advertising, people are nudged and charities receive more funds- a win-
win-win(?)



Thank you! u Feedback, comments, questions?

Email me at c.sotis@lse.ac.uk



Appendix: summary statistics



Appendix: Regressions



Appendix: DID


